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45 Mexican Sauce, Salsa, and Seasoning Recipes!This Book Includes: All the basic information
you will need to get started with Mexican Cooking45 Insanely Delicious Mexican Salsa, Sauce,
and Seasoning Recipes
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RubEndnoteMexican Cooking FundamentalsCooking Mexican food in an authentic way can
seem like a daunting task, but like everything else in life, some guidance and a bit of practice is
all you need. I’ll take care of the guidance part, and I will leave it to you to take care of the rest!
Mexican food has an insane variety, and the taste easily covers a wide spectrum of flavours.
Most American cooks can cook great Mexican food, but are sometimes a little off the mark from
authentic Mexican flavour. The primary objective of this book is to enable an average non 
Mexican cook to cook authentic Mexican food using the tools and ingredients easily available in
any corner of the world.In this section, we will look at some of the ingredients, equipment, and
techniques you will need to know about before you can achieve great results with Mexican
cooking. Keep at it, and you’ll be preparing full course Mexican dinners in no time!The Flavours
of MexicoAll regional cuisine has its distinct flavour, and Mexican food is no exception. You can
tell when Mexican food is cooking nearby just by the smell. Mexican food gets its distinct flavour
from the combination of ingredients that are commonly used in Mexican food. A few of these
ingredients are: cilantro, cumin, chiles, garlic, etc. Once you get a hang of the Mexican flavour
and ingredient combinations, you will be able to give a Mexican twist to pretty much every recipe
in the world!Latin markets are great places to stock up on supplies for cooking Mexican food. If
you’re in the USA or UK, you probably have such a market in close vicinity. You can easily find
nearby markets using Google. If there is an ingredient, you’re having problem finding, Ebook
Tops.com is always a great last resort.I will try my best to keep things simple, and will only use
ingredients that are easy to source.Mexican StaplesIn order to achieve close to authentic
Mexican flavour, you will need to have full understanding of the ingredients that make food taste
Mexican. In this section we will talk about a few of the Mexican staples that you will absolutely
need to include in your kitchen pantry, if you’re serious about Mexican cooking.Feel free to buy



canned/preserved versions of the ingredients if you can’t find fresh ones.ChileChile is an
indispensable ingredient for Mexican cooking, and we use a wide variety of these here in
Mexico. The recipes in this book call for wide variety of these, so make sure you know where to
source them. A nearby Latin market or store is a great place to look, or you can always find these
online on , or .ANCHOThis dried poblano sports a deep, smoky flavour that couples great with
beef and appears in an quite a few Mexican soups and salsas. It needs to be
reconstituted.ARBOLLess hot, but just as flavourful as the habanero, this brittle, dried chile
doesn’t need reconstituting when added to soups, pots of pinto beans, or
tequila.GUAJILLOFragrant, earthy, and rather spicy, this dried chile is essential to moles and is
commonly used as a purée in red chile sauces.HABANERODeliciously fruity and super spicy
(up to 350,000 Scoville units), this usually orange, lantern like pepper is an essential ingredient of
bottled hot sauces, tongue singeing sauces, soups, and salsas.JALAPEÑOThis most common of
chile peppers is picked while green and usually used fresh in pretty much everything
Mexican.MORITA (DRIED CHIPOTLE)This slightly fruity, dried chile is a smoke dried jalapeño.
When dried, it needs reconstituting. When canned and sold as chipotle en adobo, both the chile
itself and its amazingly useful sauce can lend smoky depth to the recipes it is used
in.POBLANOThis mild, dark skinned chile pepper turns into ancho when dried. When fresh, it
can be roasted or turned into a vessel for Chiles Rellenos.SERRANOSmaller and hotter than a
jalapeño, this important fresh pepper is commonly included raw into relishes and salsas. It is
sometimes used roasted.HERBS AND SPICESACHIOTE PASTEMade using super hard annatto
seeds, this paste adds a smoky, peppery flavour to marinades and sauces. It’s usually diluted
using sour orange and serves as an important ingredient in quite a few Mexican
recipes.ALLSPICEThese peppercorn looking berries are usually toasted and ground to impart
warmth to salsas, moles, and stews. To save time, buy it ground.BAY LEAVESThinner than other
varieties, Mexican bay laurel adds its amazing flavour to marinades, soups, and
stews.CILANTROThis self seeding annual is used fresh across Mexican salsas, rice dishes,
soups, and moles. It’s also commonly used to garnish tacos.CINNAMONMexican cinnamon, or
Ceylon cinnamon, is quite unlike the cinnamon normally used in the United States—it’s headier
and warmer than its American counterpart. It can be found in Mexican markets as sticks or
ground. If you can’t find Mexican cinnamon, use whichever version you have on
hand.CUMINStrong, earthy cumin seeds, for which there is no equivalent, are commonly
toasted and ground and used in stews and soups.MARJORAMUsually used with thyme and
oregano to flavour stews, this fragrant herb also appears as a component of pickled
vegetables.OREGANODifferent from the Mediterranean variety, the Mexican herb is often used
dry in pozole and tomato based soups, or in main dishes.SESAME (AJONJOLÍ)An important
ingredient in moles, these nutty seeds are also used in baked goods, including on sandwich
rolls.THYMEThis aromatic perennial is often used to pickle vegetables and to dry and use in
combination with oregano and marjoram for flavouring stews and other slow simmered
dishes.OTHER INGREDIENTSAVOCADOSThis mild fruit finds is a common ingredient in many



Mexican recipes. Simply halve, pit, and peel.CAJETASimilar to dulce de leche, this caramel
sauce is a common ingredient in multiple desserts and is used to top ice cream. Look for
Coronado brand, which is made from goat’s milk and has a full, rich flavour. Cow’s milk versions
can also be used.CHEESECheese is a staple in the Mexican kitchen. A few of the popular kinds
of cheese in Mexico are: cotija, queso Oaxaca, queso fresco, and
Chihuahua.CHOCOLATEMexican chocolate is indispensable for moles. Unsweetened cocoa is
great as a background note for sauces and stews, because it lends wonderful
depth.CORNSweet corn is indispensable for on the cob elotes, as well as in salads and
soups.GARLICWhether roasted or used raw in salsas, these cloves are a vital ingredient in
Mexican Cooking.HOT SAUCEPopular hot sauces among Mexican cooking newbies are: mild
Tapatío or Valentina; Cholula; and El Yucateco’s Salsa Picante de Habanero.LIMESKeep plenty
of limes on hand—they’re indispensable for adding a spritz of citrusy brightness to finished
dishes, as well as to salsas and cocktails.ONIONSRed and white/yellow onions are vital
ingredients in Mexican cooking. Red ones are used for pickling and using fresh, while white/
yellow ones are used in blended salsas as well as soups, stews, and pretty much everything
else savory.TORTILLASYou can buy these or make your own. I will show you how in the next
section.
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The book by Maria Garcia has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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